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In this supplementary material we include additional details and results for training the Speech2Action model in
Sec. A. In Sec. B, we show more results for the techniques
used to mine training samples – i.e. the Keyword Spotting
Baseline and the Speech2Action model. Finally, we show
results on the UCF101 [9] dataset in Sec. C.

A. Speech2Action model
A.1. Screenplay Parsing
We follow the grammar created by Winer et al. [13]
which is based on ‘The Hollywood Standard’ [8], an
authoritative guide to screenplay writing, to parse the
screenplays and separate out various script elements. The
tool uses spacing, indentation, capitalisation and punctuation to parse screenplays into the following four different
elements:
1. Shot Headings – These are present at the start of each
scene or shot, and may give general information about a
scene’s location, type of shot, subject of shot, or time of
day, e.g. INT. CENTRAL PARK - DAY
2. Stage Direction – This is the stage direction that is to be
given to the actors. This contains the action information
that we are interested in, and is typically a paragraph
containing many sentences, e.g. Nason and his guys
fight the fire. They are CHOKING on
smoke. PAN TO Ensign Menendez, leading
in a fresh contingent of men to join
the fight. One of them is TITO.
3. Dialogue – speech uttered by each character, e.g. INDY:
Get down!
4. Transitions – may appear at the end of a scene, and
indicate how one scene links to the next, e.g. HARD CUT
TO:

Figure 1. PR curves on the validation set of the IMSDb dataset for
the Speech2Action model. Since the validation set is noisy,
we are only interested in performance in the low recall, high precision setting. Note how some classes – ‘phone’, ‘open’ and ‘run’
perform much better than others.

with the verb class label (see Fig. 2 for examples of verbspeech pairs obtained from screenplays).

A.2. PR Curves on the Validation Set of the IMSDb
Data
We show precision-recall curves on the val set of the
IMSDb dataset in Fig. 1. Note how classes such as ‘run’
and ‘phone’ have a much higher recall for the same level of
precision.
We select thresholds for the Speech2Action model
using a greedy search as follows: (1) We allocate the retrieved samples into discrete precision buckets (30%-40%,
40%-50%, etc.), using thresholds obtained from the PR
curve mentioned above; (2) For different actions, we adjust the buckets to make sure the number of training ex-

In this work we only extract 2. Stage Direction, and 3.
Dialogue. After mining for verbs in the stage directions,
we then search for the nearest section of dialogue (either
before or after) and assign each sentence in the dialogue
1

Figure 2. Examples of speech and verb action pairs obtain from screenplays. In the bottom row (right) we show a possibly negative speech
and verb pair, i.e. the speech segment That’s not fair! is assigned the action verb ‘run’, whereas it is not clear that these two are correlated.

phone

dance

drink

why didn’t you return my phone calls?
you each get one phone call
i already got your phone line set up.
but my phone died, so just leave a message, okay?
i’m on the phone..
we’re collecting cell phones, surveillance tapes, video we can find.
she went to the dance with Harry Land
do you wanna dance?
and the dance of the seven veils?
what if i pay for a dance?
the dance starts in an hour.
just dance.
are you drunk?
my dad would be drinking somewhere else.
you didn’t drink the mold.
let’s go out and drink.
super bowl is the super bowl of drinking.
i don’t drink, i watch my diet, but no.

kiss

eat

point

they were both undone by true love’s kiss.
good girls don’t kiss and tell.
kiss my a**
it was our first kiss.
i mean, when they say, ”i’ll call you,” that’s the kiss of death.
i had to kiss jace.
against a top notch britisher, you’ll be eaten alive.
eat my dust, boys!
ate something earlier.
i can’t eat, i can’t sleep.
you must eat the sardines tomorrow.
i ate bad sushi.
and you can add someone to an email chain at any point.
she’s got a point, buddy.
the point is, they’re all having a great time.
didn’t advance very far, i think, is mark’s point.
you made your point.
beside the point!

Table 1. Examples of speech samples for six verb categories labelled with the keyword spotting baseline. Each block shows the
action verb on the left, and the speech samples on the right. Since we do not need to use the movie screenplays for this baseline, unlike
Speech2Action (results in Table. 2 of the main paper), we show examples of transcribed speech obtained directly from the unlabelled
corpus. Note how the speech labelled with the verb ‘point’ is indicative of a different semantic meaning to the physical action of ‘pointing’.

amples are roughly balanced for all classes; (3) For classes
with low precision, in order to avoid picking uncertain and
hence noiser predictions, we only select examples that had
a precision above 30%+.
The number of retrieved samples per class can be seen
in Fig. 3. The number of retrieved samples for ‘phone’
and ‘open’ at a precision value of 30% are in the millions
(2,272,906 and 31,657,295 respectively), which is why we
manually increase the threshold in order to prevent a large

class-imbalance during training. We reiterate here once
again that this evaluation is performed purely on the basis
of the proximity of speech to verb class in the stage direction of the movie screenplay (Fig. 2), and hence it is not a
perfect ground truth indication of whether an action will actually be performed in a video (which is impossible to say
only from the movie scripts). We use the stage directions
in this case as pseudo ground truth. There are many cases
in the movie screenplays where verb and speech pairs could

be completely uncorrelated (see Fig. 2, bottom–right for an
example.)

B. Mining Techniques
B.1. Keyword Spotting Baseline
In this section we provide more details about the Keyword Spotting Baseline (described in Sec. 4.2.2 of the main
paper). The total number of clips mined using the Keyword
Spotting Baseline is 679,049. We mine all the instances
of speech containing the verb class, and if there are more
than 40K samples, we randomly sample 40K clips. The reason we cap samples at 40K is to prevent overly unbalanced
classes. Examples of speech labelled with this baseline for
6 verb classes can be seen in Table 1. There are two ways
in which our learned Speech2Action model is theoretically superior to this approach:
(1) Many times the speech correlated with a particular action does not actually contain the action verb itself e.g.
‘Look over there’ for the class ‘point’.
(2) There is no word-sense disambiguation in the way the
speech segments are mined, i.e. ‘Look at where I am pointing’ vs ‘You’ve missed the point’. Word-sense disambiguation is the task of identifying which sense of a word is used
in a sentence when a word has multiple meanings. This task
tends to be more difficult with verbs than nouns because
verbs have more senses on average than nouns and may be
part of a multiword phrase [1].

B.2. Mined Examples
The distribution of mined examples per class for all 18
classes, using the Speech2Action model and the Keyword
Spotting baseline can be seen in Figures 3 and 4. We note
that it is very difficult to mine examples for actions ‘hug’
and ‘kick’, as these are often accompanied with speech similar to that accompanying ‘kiss’ and ‘hit’.
We show more examples of automatically mined video
clips from unlabelled movies using the Speech2Action
model in Fig. 5. Here we highlight in particular the diversity
of video clips that are mined using simply speech alone,
including diversity in objects, viewpoints and background
scenes.

C. Results on UCF101
In this section we show the results of pretraining on our
mined video examples and then finetuning on the UCF101
dataset [9], following the exact same procedure described
in Sec. 5.1 of the main paper. UCF101 [9] is a dataset of
13K videos downloaded from YouTube spanning over 101
human action classes. Our results follow a similar trend
to those on HMDB51, pretraining on samples mined using Speech2Action (81.4%) outperforms training from
scratch (74.2%) and pretraining on samples obtained using

the keyword spotting basline (77.4%). We note here, however, that it is much harder to tease out the difference between various styles of pretraining on this dataset, because
it is more saturated than HMDB51 (training from scratch
already yields a high accuracy of 74.2%, and pretraining on
Kinetics largely solves the task, with an accuracy of 95.7%).
Method

Architecture

Pre-training

Acc.

Shuffle&Learn [7]?
OPN [6]
ClipOrder [14]
Wang et al. [12]
3DRotNet [4]?
DPC [3]
CBT [10]

S3D-G (RGB)
VGG-M-2048
R(2+1)D
C3D
S3D-G (RGB)
3DResNet18
S3D-G (RGB)

UCF101† [9]
UCF101† [9]
UCF101† [9]
Kinetics† [9]
Kinetics†
Kinetics†
Kinetics†

50.2
59.6
72.4
61.2
75.3
75.7
79.5

DisInit (RGB) [2]
Korbar et al [5]

R(2+1)D-18 [11]
I3D (RGB)

Kinetics∗∗
Kinetics†

85.7
83.7

Ours
Ours

S3D-G (RGB)
S3D-G (RGB)
S3D-G (RGB)

Scratch
KSB-mined
S2A-mined

74.2
77.4
81.4

Supervised pretraining
Supervised pretraining

S3D-G (RGB)
S3D-G (RGB)

ImageNet
Kinetics

84.4
95.7

Table 2. Comparison with previous pre-training strategies for
action classification on UCF101. Training on videos labelled
with Speech2Action leads to a 7% improvement over training
from scratch and outperforms previous self-supervised works. It
also performs competitively with other weakly supervised works.
KSB-mined: video clips mined using the keyword spotting baseline. S2A-mined: video clips mined using the Speech2Action
model. †videos without labels. **videos with labels distilled from
ImageNet. When comparing to [5], we report the number achieved
by their I3D (RGB only) model which is the closest to our architecture. For ?, we report the reimplementations by [10] using the
S3D-G model (same as ours). For the rest, we report performance
directly from the original papers.
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Can you please connect
me to the tip line

they just hung up

pick up

next message

next caller

call me back please

you afraid of driving
fast?

i always drive the car
on saturday, never
drive on monday.

babe, the speed limit is
120.

because if you are just
drive.

just roll down the
windows and don't
make any stops.

but the number 2 car is
rapidly hunting down
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you want to learn that
new dance that's
sweeping boston?

true, but i choose to
dance every time.

okay, what kind of
dance shall we do?

you want a german
dance?

why don't you come
dance?

you dance to get
attention...

Do it, drop your weapon.

drop your weapon,
hands on the ground

use the pistol.

drop the gun

PHONE

DRIVE

DANCE

go ahead, go ahead
and shoot.

now, drop your weapon.

SHOOT
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